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Abstract

A split coaxial RPQ linac with modulated vanes is under

development for acceleration of very heavy ions. As a first step, a

1/4 scaled model with flat vanes has been constructed. Easy

assembling of vanes and good mechanical stability of the structure

have been achieved by employing a multi-module cavity arrangement. In

this paper, theoretical treatments for the estimation of rf parameters

and the interpretation of resonance characteristics are described in

detail and their results are compared with the experimental data. The

resonant frequency predicted by using the estimated inductance and the

measured capacitance agrees with the experimental value within 2%

accuracy. Dispersion characteristics and longitudinal voltage

distribution at each resonance mode are qualitatively well explained

by an equivalent circuit analysis.
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§ 1. Introduction

A split coaxial RFQ with modulated vanes12-34 has been developed

at Institute for Nuclear Study. University of Tokyo (INS) to

accelerate low-/? very heavy ions like uranium. In this development, a

multi-module cavity structure' has been employed in order to achieve

easy assembling of vanes and good mechanical stability, and a 1/4

scaled model of the uranium RPQ has been constructed. The mechanical

characteristics have been examined through fabrication and assembling

of the model, and the rf characteristics have been investigated by a

low power test. As for the mechanical characteristics, desired results

have been obtained. On the other hand, as for the rf characteristics,

it has been clarified that there are some problems. To understand

these problems, more detailed theoretical analysis must be done on the

rf characteristics of this type of RPQ structure. These problems are

classified roughly into two categories: the first one is on the

estimation of the resonant frequency of the cavity and the second is

on the resonance characteristics such as the dispersion

characteristics and the voltage distribution along the beam axis.

The resonant frequency, which is very important rf parameter in

the cavity design, is determined by the capacitance and the

inductance. In the present structure, vanes are used as the RPQ

electrode, and the capacitance between vanes is estimated fairly well

by using the result of SUPERFISH calculation. However, the additional

capacitance is generated by such attachments as stems or coupling

rings, and which can not be neglected in the estimation of the

resonant frequency.

The inductance is affected remarkably by the cross-sectional

shape of the inner conductor and by the structure of the module end

(. stem or wall ) supporting the inner conductor. When the inductance

of the 1/4 scaled model is approximated by the one of a coaxial

transmission line, the calculated value is very different from the

experimental one. This discrepancy is caused by the fact that the

coaxial line inductance is increased by the magnetic field penetration



into the splits of the inner conductor and the additional inductance

is generated by the current flowing on the stems. In the present

analysis, these effects are taken into consideration in the estimation

of the inductance.

Resonances of the higher harmonics modes in addition to the

fundamental mode exist in the multi module cavity structure. Second

problem is on the theoretical interpretation for the characteristics

of these resonant modes. In the present work, an equivalent circuit

model, where the lumped and distributed constants are combined, is

used to predict the resonant frequency and the longitudinal

distribution of the inter vane voltage in each mode.

§ 2. Outline of a Multi-Module Split Coaxial RPQ

A 1/4 scaled multi-module cavity structure is shown schematically

in Fig.l. All parts of the structure are made of brass. The

structure is divided into four modules by the horizontal and vertical

stems. Horizontal and vertical stems are arranged at equal spaces

alternately and support vertical and horizontal vanes, respectively. A

pair of stems are used at one supporting point of the vanes. In the

structure, each module is a unit of the resonant cavity and

corresponds to a single split coaxial cavity resonator. Since each

module is coupled together on rf by the vanes and stems with each

other, the cavity is excited in a 7r-mode, i.e., the phase of field

changes by K for one module. In this structure, a spear-shaped plate

is attached on the back of the vane to improve the voltage flatness

along the beam axis and to strengthen the support of vanes. Two

coupling rings are used in each module, to short opposite vanes

electrically and to determine a distance between the opposite vanes

precisely.

The resonant frequency of the structure is determined mainly by

the tank radius, the module length, the stem width, the mean width and

thickness of the spear-shaped plate, and the capacitance between

vanes.



§ 3. Calculation of the rf Parameters

The single split coaxial resonator5 fi is regarded as a

modification of the cavity excited at 2- U/4) 7EM mode. This is not

an axial symmetry structure since the inner conductor is split and the

rf parameter such as a resonant frequency can not be calculated by

means of the computer code like a well known SUPEPFISH. Therefore, it

is very important to estimate the resonant frequency, the resonant

resistance, etc. as accurately as possible by other methods. The

accurate estimation of the resonant frequency is especially important

in the design of the cavity. The resonant frequency of the split

coaxial resonator is given by the electrostatic capacitance between

electrodes and by the inductance of the cavity. In this section, the

calculation methods of these values and other rf related parameters

are described.

3-1. Electrostatic Capacitance

The capacitance depends on the shape of electrodes. When

electrodes such as modulated vane, circular rod, drift tube with

fingers, etc. are used, it is difficult to calculate the capacitance

analytically. In order to obtain the exact value of the capacitance,

one must either measure it in a model experiment or calculate it

numerically by making use of a complicated computer code. In the case

of the modulated vanes, the inter-vane capacitance can be estimated

with fairly good accuracy by using a calculation method2 which has

been applied to the four-vane RPQ of 7E210 mode. Since the resonant

frequency of the four-vane RFQ is calculated by SUPERFISH and the

inductance is obtained by assuming that the magnetic flux density is

constant in a quadrant chamber, the inter-vane capacitance is

estimated from a relation, f=\/(2x*/LC) .

However, since the capacitance increases when the stems and the

coupling rings are mounted on the vanes, it is necessary to correct



the inter-vane capacitance. In the present paper, additional

capacitance due to the steins and the coupling rings are estimated

approximately and the result from the calculation of SUPEKFISH is

corrected. The capacitances between the stem and the vane, and between

the coupling ring and the spear shaped plate are calculated by analogy

with a capacitance between a grounded plate and an electrode which has

a rectangular cross section as shown in Fig.2. The capacitance per

unit length between their opposite faces is approximated by an

equation,

C - ̂  (3-1 )

where c0 is the dielectric constant in vacuum, w is the width of

opposite faces and h,, is the gap distance between the electrode and

the ground.

On the other hand, the capacitance between both side faces of the

electrode and the ground is calculated by replacing the electrode with

a thin plate and by assuming that the length of the thin plate is

infinitely long and the charge density on the surface is uniform. When

the x-coordinate is difined as a distance from the ground, the

x-component of the electric field on the surface is given by

_J Q f'H( h-x . h*x \rlb

where Q is the charge per unit length, n is a half of the plate

thickness, h0 and h\ are the distances from the ground to the lower

and upper ends of the plate, respectively. Since the potential at the

center of the plate is given by

tvh,

= / - ETclx, (3-3)
J(>

V =

the capacitance is obtained from the relation,

C2 = f. (3-4)

Therefore the capacitance per unit length between the rectangular

electrode and the ground is obtained with a sum of the above
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capacitances C\ and Cz .

The concrete application of the above calculation is explained

schematically in Fig.3. Since the coupling ring has a circular shape,

the average distance between the ring and the spear-shaped plate is

used in the calculation. The regions considered in the estimation are

shown by the hatch in Fig.3.

3-2. Inductance

The inductance of the cavity can not be measured directly with a

measuring device like an L-C meter. Though the value is obtained

indirectly from measurements of the resonant frequency and the

capacitance, it is very useful for the determination of the tank

diameter in the cavity design to estimate the value analytically. As

mentioned in the preceding section, the inductance due to the inner

conductor depends strongly on its cross sectional shape. When the

cross section of the inner conductor is a circle and their split is

narrow, its inductance is approximated well by the one of a coaxial

transmission line. The inductance is given by

L T~- I • Int— ) ill mxhilv) (3-5;

where / is the unit module length of the cavity, n, is the radius of

the cavity, ra is the radius of the inner conductor and \i0 is the

permeability in vacuum.

When the inner conductor is composed of vanes, at the back of

which the spear-shaped plates are attached, the cross sectional shape

of the inner conductor is like a square but the gap between the

adjacent electrodes is relatively large. In this case, the inductance

is not approximated by one of the coaxial line. Then, a new

calculation model is introduced to estimate the inductance more

exactly. In the present model. following assumptions and

approximations are used which make the numerical calculation simple:

1 ) Though the cross sectional shape of the inner conductor varies

along the beam axis, it is approximated by a uniform conductor which
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has the cross sectional shape at the longitudinal center of the unit

module. The shape is shown in Fig.4. 2) The electrode current is

assumed to flow only on the outside of the spear-shaped back plate of

the vane as shown in Fig.4. 3) The magnetic field around the inner

conductor is approximated by the static magnetic field generated by

the infinitely long and linear current according to Biot-Savarfs law.

The magnetic field component ABr at <0,y;), which is generated by

a current at a position of (r, ,ii,) , is given by

(3-6)

where A7 is the surface current density and As* is the very small

segment of a line. Magnetic flux per unit module between the inner and

outer conductors, which is generated by all currents on the back plate

surfaces, is obtained by integrating Aii, over i and j as follows:

* = E E ABfAMj- I- (3-7)
i 1

From the above magnetic flux and the total current of the inner

conductor, the inductance is obtained as

Lo = |. <H'module) (3-8)

When the inner conductor is supported with two stems instead of a

module end wall, an additional inductance is generated by the steins.

The magnitude of this inductance is fairly well estimated by a

following method: relations of the two stems to the inner conductor

and to the tank are illustrated in the coordinates (x,y,z) as shown in

Fig.5. Surface current of the stem is assumed to have a uniform

current density. A/, and inductance due to the stem is derived from

the magnetic flux which is generated in the area bounded by the stem

and the stem flange. By applying Biot-Savarfs law, the x-component of

the magnetic flux density, ABr, generated at a position (0,y>) by the

surface current at a position (x,,y, ) of the stem, is given by

iio . A / . A s - <Kj-i<i > ( c o s a _ c o s a ,f ( 3 _ 9 }

47T RT

where
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R\ - /y/.iif) nij y, )2 . (3-10)

ai and 02 show an integral range of the Biot-Savarfs law and are

defined by

and

= tan"'( , /' ). (3-11)

a2 = 7r-tan ' (-zr^zr >< (3-12)
j

where b is the inner radius of the stem flange and 2O is the half

width of the stem. The magnetic flux in a hatched area is obtained by

integrating ABX over i and j,

* = E E ABi • Ay; • Az;. (3-13)
i >

Since the current of the inner conductor flows into the outer

cylinder through two steins in parallel, the inductance due to two

stems is a half of the inductance due to the one-sided stem. Then, the

inductance due to two stems at one supporting point is given by

Ls = ~. (H/stem) (3-14)

where I is the total current of the one-sided stem.

3-3. Resonant Frequency

A resonant frequency of the whole cavity is derived from the

combination of the above obtained two kinds of inductances. An

equivalent cirquit of the four-module cavity for the fundamental mode

is shown in Fig.6. The inductance of the whole cavity is given by

and the resonant frequency is

where C is the total capacitance of the electrode.
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3-4. Resonant Resistance and Q-Value

The resonant resistance corresponds to a shunt impedance in a

parallel resonance circuit. By using this resistance, the inter-vane

voltage is obtained from the input rf power. When the ends of all

modules are approximated to be composed of stems, the resonant

resistance per module is given by the following form,

RP ^ ~^<R\*R2+R3)~
] {Q•module), (3-17)

where R\ ,R> and R3 are surface resistances of the electrode, the tank

cylinder and the stems. These values are determined by their

dimensions as follows,

Rl =

Ri - 4 ^ . (3-19)

R3 = ̂ ~. (3-20)

where I is the unit modul» length, Rs is the unit surface resistance,

W is the width of the spear-shaped back plate, n> is the cavity

radius, and S» and St are the stem width and the stem thickness,

respectively.

By using the resonant resistance derived above, the unloaded Q

value is expressed as

Qo - 2-/C,,/?p. (3-21 )

where Co is the capacitance per unit module.

3-5. Comparison between Prediction and Experiment

The rf parameters of the 1/4 scaled model have been calculated.

The results are compared with experimental results in Table 1. The

capacitance which is used in calculations of the resonant frequency.



the resonant resistance and the unloaded Q value is an experimental

value, 181 pF/m.

Table 1. Comparison between Calculation and Experiment

Calculation Experiment Unit

Inter-vane capacitance

Capacitance between vanes with

stems and coupling rings

Split coaxial inductance Ln

Stem inductance Ls

Total inductance L

Resonant frequency

Resonant resistance

Unloaded Q

150
176

159.5

11.6

48.4

37.7

120

2650

146
181

157.1

49.8

37.1

80

2000

pF/m

pF/m

nH
nH
nH
MHz

kO/module

§ 4. Interpretation of the Resonance Characteristics

The multi-module split coaxial RFQ has resonances of the higher

harmonics mode in addition to the fundamental mode. Their resonant

frequencies are expressed by a dispersion curve which is a function of

the harmonics number. Though the longitudinal distribution of the

inter-vane voltage is uniform in the fundamental mode, it oscillates

following a certain regulation in the higher harmonics modes.

In order to explain such resonance characteristics, an equivalent

circuit model is introduced in which the lumped and distributed

constants are combined. The four-module cavity structure is treated

under the condition that each module is expressed by the same

equivalent circuit. This condition is satisfied in the case of that

each unit module is closed by the end walls, that is, the inner

conductor is supported by the end walls. If stems are used for
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supporting the inner conductor, the resonance condition of both end

modules is different from the one of the two center modules because of

the stem effect on the inductance. Adjacent vanes are regarded as a

transmission line and are expressed by the distributed inductance L,

and capacitance C, . On the other hand, each module tank is expressed

by the lumped inductance Lo . Therefore, each module is expressed by an

equivalent circuit as shown in Fig.7.

4-1. Dispersion Curve

In order to simplify the calculation, the distributed constant

circuit is replaced by the lumped inductance L, and lumped capacitance

Co which represent the coupling inductance between the adjacent

modules and the intervane capacitance per unit module, respectively.

The lumped equivalent circuit is axso regarded as a kind of

transmission line as shown in Fig.8. Voltage and current variations

per unit module are given by

^ = -jo±.cI = -7,1. (4-1)

)V= _ypv. (4-2)d.r

where u is the rf angular frequency, Zs and Vp are the series

impedance and the parallel admittance, respectively. Current and

voltage which satisfy the above equations are expressed as

lix.t ) = Ucyi-Bey' )e>ul, (4-3)

V<x. t ) = Z,, (4e"yl <BcyI )e'at, (4-4)

where y is the propagation constant and '/.„ is the characteristic

impedance.

y = v^pZ7. (4-5)

Z0 = y | . (4-6)
When the circuit is terminated by the load impedance Z at a position
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1=0. the circuit impedance viewed from a position i~-i is given by

7 w Z coshyJ+Z0 sinh}/ ^^
t.\ = Zn • •=;—:—r—i~=^ u—r- (4-7)

Z sinhy/+Z0 coshy/

Since both ends of the electrode are open, by substituting Z=°̂ > and

Zi=°° into Eq. (4-7 >. the following condition is obtained:

t.an!r>/ - 0. (4-8)

that is

yl = jn~. (4-9)

where n is an integer representing the harmonics number. From this

condition, a dispersion curve is obtained as

where 1=4 since the unit module length is regarded as a unit length.

From Eq.(4-10). the dispersion characteristics are understood to be

generated by the coupling inductance.

A square of a is expressed by a quadratic equation of n

or = ci • ir ' h. (4-11 )

The coefficients, n and '>. are determined from the experimental values

for « and n by a least squares method. Though the constants used in

the equivalent circuit model is not fixed completely by fitting of the

theoretical dispersion curve to the experimental results, they are

partially related with each other. A relation of Lr and Co is

especially useful in the following prediction of the longitudinal

voltage distribution. A best fitted dispersion curve is shown in Fig.9

with the experimental values.

4-2. Longitudinal Voltage Distribution

Longitudinal distribution of the inter-vane voltage is obtained

in the following two steps: in the first step, the voltage at each

module end is derived from Eq.(4-4) as

V(r) = Vo cosier), (4-12)
4

where Vo is the maximum voltage and r takes the values of 0.1,2.3 and
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4. In the second step, the voltage distribution in each module is

obtained by using a distributed equivalent circuit given in Fig.7.

Voltage and current in this circuit are given by equations,

^ = jwL.J - ZJ (4-13)

^ = -juC,V = -ipV (4-14)

The voltage which satisfies the above equations is expressed by

Eq.(4-4). When V'=V(J) and V=V(m) are given as boundary conditions, the

voltage distribution between x=l and x=m is given by

l/1-' - -<V';M sin/$UH-x) Vim) sin/?(/-x)\, (4-15)
'I Isin/s \m-1

where

(4-16)

In the present case, a relation between / and m is given by m=Z+l. The

distribution over the four-module is obtained by substituting the five

boundary conditions at / - 0,1,2,3,4 which are determined in the first

step.

Since one module length is defined as a unit length, L; and C,-

are corresponding to l.r and Co , respectively, which are used in the

preceding section. Therefore, fi is expressed by a coefficient, a, of

Eq.(4-11 ) as follows:

li - ujlj^, - <JjA= (4-17)

A result predicted by this analysis is shown in Fig.10 and the

experimental result is shown in Fig.ll.

Longitudinal voltage distribution for the fundamental mode is

approximately uniform over the whole length. However, strictly

speaking, the distribution is bending in each module and joints of the

bends are just on tha supporting points of the vanes. The voltage

difference between the top and node points of the bends is 3% and this

result agrees well with the experimental result of about 2%. In order

to reduce this bend, we must design the electrode so as to decrease

13



either Lc or Co .

§ 6. Conclusion

The inter-vane capacitance estimated without considering the

stems and the coupling rings agrees with the experimental value vithin

accuracy of about 3V However, it has been confirmed experimentally

that the effect due to the stems and coupling rings on the capacitance

reaches about 20%. When this effect is corrected by means of a simple

approximate calculation, the difference between the predicted and

experimental vaiues becomes about 3V

The resonant frequency which has been obtained from the measured

capacitance and the estimated inductance, agrees with the experimental

value within 2» accuracy. When the estimated capacitance is used

instead of the measured one. the resonant frequency becomes A% higher

than the experimental value.

On the other hand, dispersion characteristic of the multi-module

split coaxial resonator and inter-vane voltage distribution along the

beam axis are qualitatively well explained by an equivalent circuit

analysis where the structure is expressed by the combined lumped and

distributed equivalent circuit model. It has been clarified by the

analysis that the coupling inductance /., plays an important role in

the interpretations of the dispersion characteristics and the

longitudinal voltage distributions.
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Spear - Shaped Back Plate of Vane

Horizontal Stem

Coupling Ring
• Horizontal Vane

-Vertical Vane

Fig. 1. A 1/4 scaled four-module cavity structure with vanes.
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i rt
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-hi t

Fig. 2. Simple estimation method of the capacitance between a

rectangular electrode and a grounded plate.
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Vane Stem Coupling Ring

Spear - Shaped Plate

100mm

Fig. 3. Regions considered in the calculation of the capacitance due

to the stems (left) and the coupling rings (right).

Fig. 4. Cross section at the longitudinal center of the unit module.
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B

It AS,

Stem Flange
Stem

Fig. 5. Relations of a pair of stems to the vanes and to the tank.

L

Vertical Vane /Horizontal Vane

Fig. 6. Equivalent circuit for the fundamental mode of a four-module

cavity structure.
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Horizontal Vane
\

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. a) Relation between the cavity structure and the equivalent

circuit elements, b) The equivalent circuit for the unit module

expressed by the lumped constant Lo and the distributed constants L,-

and Cj .

L c

Co

Lc

-aw—o

T

unit module

x = - l x = 0

Fig. 8. Equivalent circuit for the four-module cavity expressed by

lumped constants.
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Fig. 9. Dispersion characteristics of a four-module cavity structure.
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(Unit: One Module Length)

Fig.10. Longitudinal distributions of the inter-vane voltage

calculated by an equivalent circuit analysis.
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